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Abstract—The growing popularity of machine learning (ML) has attracted more software developers to now want to adopt ML into their own practices, through tinkering with and learning from ML framework websites and online code examples. To investigate the motivations, hurdles, and desires of these software developers, we deployed a survey to the website of the TensorFlow.js ML framework. We found via 645 responses that many wanted to learn ML for aspirational reasons rather than for immediate job needs. Critically, developers faced hurdles due to a perceived lack of mathematical and theoretical background. They desired frameworks to provide more basic ML conceptual support, such as a curated corpus of best practices, conceptual tutorials, and a de-mystification of mathematical jargon into practical tips. These findings inform the design of ML frameworks and informal learning resources to broaden the base of people acquiring this increasingly important skill set.

Index Terms—machine learning, software developers

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, machine learning (ML) has become pervasive across a wide range of domains, from self-driving cars to conversational agents to medicine [1]–[4]. What has fueled this growth is a combination of affordable GPU-powered cloud computing services and modern ML frameworks such as TensorFlow, Keras, Caffe, Theano, and PyTorch [5]. Whereas in the past machine learning was accessible mostly to niche specialists in research labs who wrote their own ad-hoc code, nowadays it is much easier for non ML-specialists to get started by building upon these popular frameworks.

Alongside this growth in ML frameworks has been a parallel growth in interest among software developers who are learning to adopt this new, relatively complex technology. With the increasing availability of open-source ML frameworks and online resources, some developers are learning ML in an informal self-directed manner, through directly tinkering with framework code and adapting code examples from official API websites [6]. Many also consult resources such as online programming tutorials [7] and YouTube videos [8].

How do software developers learn and adopt ML so that they can apply it effectively in their own professional practice? In this paper, we sought to understand: a) the motivations of software developers learning to adopt ML, b) the technical and knowledge hurdles they encounter, and c) their specific desires for how modern ML frameworks can better support these self-directed learning needs. We investigated these research questions by deploying a survey to the website of the TensorFlow.js ML framework [9] and analyzing 645 responses. We chose this framework because it was designed to lower barriers to using ML by making it accessible via JavaScript in web browsers [10]; as such, it attracts a broad user base that includes many software developers who are not ML specialists.

Our survey respondents were skilled in software development (web programming in particular) but had little experience with ML. Our analysis found that developers’ desires for ML frameworks extended beyond simply wanting help with APIs: more fundamentally, they desired guidance on understanding and applying the conceptual underpinnings of ML itself. For example, besides wanting more example code and utilities, many wished for ML frameworks to provide conceptual tutorials, canonical models, and common ML best practices. Along those lines, a substantial portion of respondents felt that their own lack of conceptual and theoretical background was a key hurdle to adopting ML, and desired resources to bridge that gap. Many also indicated that their desire for learning ML was aspirational, rather than a result of immediate programming needs. These motivations and desires suggest that, beyond providing a clear API, ML frameworks may need to fill multiple roles and provide conceptual scaffolding.

Based on these findings, we discuss how ML frameworks could better support software developers’ bootstrapping into this new paradigm of computing, such as by de-mystifying esoteric terminology into practical concepts, scaffolding reuse and modification, and providing just-in-time ML best practices within programming workflows. Our findings also raise practical considerations around how ML frameworks can better support learning-by-doing. This work points the way toward the design of integrated learning resources for teaching ML to developers and other non-specialists.

This paper’s main contributions are:

- Findings from a survey of 645 respondents, contributing a broad snapshot of software developers in their early stages of learning and applying ML. This paper synthesizes their motivations for learning and adopting ML, the key hurdles they face, and their desires for ML frameworks to better support conceptual understanding.
- Design recommendations for frameworks and learning resources to make ML more accessible to more people.
II. RELATED WORK

A. ML for Non-Specialists

Although ML is a highly active area of research, there have been relatively few prior studies of how non ML-specialists adopt ML into their practices. Patel et al. interviewed 11 HCI researchers and performed a lab study on 10 CS graduate students who had integrated ML into their prototype systems [11]; they found that although these researchers were experienced programmers, they still had trouble structuring ML workflows, understanding model behavior, and evaluating model performance. Dove et al. surveyed 51 UX designers and found that they perceived ML to be a difficult design material: they had trouble prototyping with ML since it was hard to understand its capabilities and limitations [12]. Similarly, Yang et al. interviewed 13 UX designers who were experienced in incorporating ML into products and found that although they did not have a deep understanding of ML, they created abstractions to help communicate ML-oriented designs with engineers [13]. Our study contributes to this nascent literature via a much larger-scale survey of 645 people, most of whom were software developers rather than UX designers or academic researchers, and on one of the most widely used ML framework platforms.

B. End-User Programming

End-user programming is commonly defined as coding that is done to achieve personal goals rather than to create artifacts for broader public use [14]. Viewed in this light, some of our survey respondents aspire to engage in end-user ML programming by incorporating ML into their personal or hobby projects. More generally, our work fits into the longstanding tradition of end-user programming research, which includes both systems [15]–[18] and studies [19]–[22] on making programming more accessible to broader audiences. Our findings point toward the design of lower-barrier ML frameworks that can potentially enable a broader range of programmers to adopt these techniques into their software.

Ko et al. discovered six categories of learning barriers in end-user programming via a study of novice students learning Visual Basic.NET in a university course [22]. Our study findings corroborate some of these barriers (see Key Hurdles section) but makes a novel contribution by uncovering how these barriers manifest within the realm of machine learning.

Relatively, a study with seven developers found that, in domains that developers are unfamiliar with (e.g., networking protocols), a lack of conceptual knowledge can make it challenging to use API documentation [23]. Those researchers noted that these conceptual aspects of API usability are under-researched, thus deserving of more attention [23]. Our findings build on this early work by uncovering the unique conceptual challenges of programmers adopting ML, and contribute implications for how ML frameworks can better address those knowledge gaps.

C. Informal and Self-Directed Learning

Our respondents were mostly working professionals who chose to learn ML-related programming. In a similar vein, researchers have studied working professionals learning programming in a range of settings, including research scientists [24], web/graphics designers [21], [25], and high school CS teachers [26]. Research has also been conducted on the motivational and practical challenges of informal adult learning, such as a lack of time and confidence [27], [28]. In addition, research on exploratory programming identified programmers’ needs when learning to do ill-defined exploratory tasks such as data science, revealing the need for fast iteration and backtracking [29]. Among these threads of research, the line of work here that is most relevant to ours studied conversational programmers [30]–[32]: non-technical professionals at technology organizations who want to learn some programming to help them communicate better with their engineering colleagues. Like the non-specialist ML learners in our study, conversational programmers have aspirational goals and perceive that knowing a bit about programming may be helpful for their careers, even if they do not need to code in their jobs. Though similar learning challenges may arise, our study specifically examines learners who are already proficient in general programming, but who are new to ML.

III. METHODS: ONLINE SURVEY

To get a broad range of insights from people who are learning or experimenting with ML, we deployed an online survey to users of the TensorFlow.js framework [9]. This is a JavaScript-based ML framework that enables programmers to create neural networks and other models that can run in web browsers. It is an official JavaScript port of the popular TensorFlow system [33] for production-scale ML deployments. We chose this framework in particular because it was explicitly designed to lower the barriers to entry into ML and encourage a broader developer population to try ML [10].

To reach a wide audience, we posted the survey as a link on the home page of the framework’s website and also publicized it through its user mailing list and Twitter account. Participation was voluntary; we did not pay survey respondents. We ran this survey for two months during summer 2018. Participants were required to be at least 18 years old.

A. The Survey Instrument

Our survey starts with questions about background and self-reported technical proficiency:

- Which best describes your job role: e.g., web developer, mobile app developer, data scientist, ML engineer, educator, technology leader (etc.), other (open-ended)
- Rate your level of proficiency in: 1) programming, 2) web programming, 3) using existing neural networks1, 4) developing new neural networks, and 5) using/developing other ML algorithms that are not neural nets. Each

1Modern ML frameworks are often used to make neural networks, so we split ML proficiency by neural nets vs. other algorithms.
question presented a 5-point Likert scale from beginner to expert, with an additional choice for “no experience.”

- In what ways have you previously tried to learn ML? e.g., online tutorials, books, courses, other (open-ended)

The survey also asked free-response questions, which were divided into two sections. One section captured general learner motivations and hurdles: Why are you interested in learning ML? What hurdles have you faced in trying to learn ML? Another section addressed framework-relevant motivations and desires: What motivated you to try TensorFlow.js? What new features would you like in TensorFlow.js?

**B. Data Overview and Analysis**

We received 645 total survey responses which contained at least one non-blank open-ended response. To classify the contents of open-ended responses, the research team (2 researchers) first read over all responses. We used an inductive analysis approach [34] to determine a classification scheme for each question as a team. Then each researcher independently coded the responses according to those categories. To assess reliability and measure agreement between coders, we computed the Cohen’s Kappa for all four questions. We found substantial agreement between coders, with kappa scores of $\kappa = 0.68, 0.73, 0.73, 0.68$ respectively. Finally, the research team made another full pass through all responses together to resolve any conflicts in labels.

**C. Study Design Limitations**

Our study was conducted through a single, widely used platform, rather than multiple ML platforms or frameworks, so our respondents may not be representative of all programmers. That said, our approach is consistent with prior papers on learning programming which also surveyed participants through a single widely-used platform to capture overarching trends [35], [36]. More importantly, our focus on the JavaScript community has the advantage of providing a snapshot of a community in its early days of ML, in terms of both libraries and ML expertise (rather than a more mature ML community with experienced ML practitioners in, say, Python or C++). Although it is possible that some respondents are already proficient in ML, our data shows that the vast majority do not work in ML-related jobs, and that most self-reported limited prior experience with ML. Thus, the choice of platform supports and is consistent with the overall aims of this research.

We deployed this survey to the website of an ML framework, not to an explicit learning resource such as an online course. We deliberately chose this setting in light of the recent growth of ML frameworks being developed to democratize ML to a broader pool of developers, and informed by prior observations that developers often learn opportunistically from example code and documentation [6]. While we focus our recommendations on how ML frameworks specifically can better support non-specialists, our survey may also reflect online learning experiences more broadly, given that some respondents had also attempted to learn from tutorials, help forums, etc. We used a survey to capture a broad snapshot of experiences, but interviews with selected users could also help us gain deeper insights to supplement the breadth achieved by our survey. Finally, although the study achieved a substantial sample size, the size and characteristics of the population being sampled from are unknown, so we cannot rule out the possibility of sampling bias.

**IV. JOB ROLES AND PRIOR EXPERIENCE**

To understand the context of our respondents’ perspectives, we first describe their job roles and self-reported skill levels. While some were ML engineers (12%) or ML researchers (5%), the vast majority (83%) of respondents were non ML-specialists. Among these non-ML-specialists, most were developers (82%), including web developers, software engineers, mobile app developers, developers in training, and data scientists, with the most common category being web developers. The remaining minority of job roles spanned a variety of fields, such as entrepreneur, product manager, marketer, doctor, maker, artist.

As Figure 1 shows, most respondents were skilled in software development and web programming but inexperienced in machine learning. Specifically, 66% reported limited experience (i.e., skill rating = No Experience, 1, or 2) in using neural networks, 77% had limited experience in developing new neural networks (NN), and 77% in using other (non-NN) machine learning algorithms. In contrast, only a minority reported limited experience in programming (23%) and web programming (33%).

Respondents reported myriad ways in which they tried learning ML. Among those who reported using specific learning resources, a vast majority turned to online tutorials (89%), some took online courses (54%) or accessed online help (52%), and fewer used print documents such as books and magazines (34%). Only a minority had enrolled in formal courses (20%). Some mentioned subscribing to specific educational YouTube channels such as The Coding Train [37]. This prevalence and diversity of online resources indicates that our respondents often participated in informal learning contexts rather than formal classroom settings.
V. Motivations for Learning ML

Respondents had diverse motivations for learning ML. Table I shows that the most common was that they found the idea of ML intellectually fascinating (26%). Other reasons included feeling that ML is “the future” (17%), desire to improve human lives (14%), desire to develop one’s career and skill sets (14%), and interest in a specific application area (14%). Only a small portion reported needing ML right now for a specific job task or other use case (11%). Here are the most salient responses:

A. Intellectual Fascination

The most prominently reported interest in ML stemmed from fascination by the perceived superhuman intelligence of ML systems (26%). Some specifically alluded to its capacity to accomplish feats such as the AlphaGo-Zero AI playing Go better than the top humans [38]: “When I see “Alpha-Zero”...all you need to do is, input rule then it builds up super-human player. Literally, it makes me thrilled then I started learn ML.” Some also contrasted ML to traditional programming, describing how ML transcends the limitations of existing programming languages: “The core idea of just training a machine and not traditional coding is fascinating.”

B. ML is “The Future”

Respondents also attributed their interest in ML to the growing popularity and perceived future importance of ML (17%). In particular, many described ML as inevitably being the future. For instance, one person stated that “ML is the star of the coming decade in IT industry,” and another declared it is the “strongest thread in the future, beyond nano technology.”

While some were purely future-oriented in their responses, others described ML as being rapidly rising in prominence. For instance, people made remarks such as “ML seems to be catching everyone’s attention” or “It’s the hot new stuff.” Others pointed to the urgency of its unparalleled growth, stressing that “it is a huge field which is emerging really fast [...] going to change the computer industry really quickly.”

C. ML Can Improve Human Lives

14% of respondents attributed their interest in ML to its potential for improving human lives. For example, many looked to ML for “making the world a better place,” while others wanted “to develop something which can help our coming generation.” Responses described many humanitarian goals, ranging from the desire to “get rid of cancer using machine learning,” to helping “students interact with their environment through technology.” One pointed to these more worldly goals as a reason for growing beyond their current job: “I’d like to be involved in some of the more important problem solving in the world. At the moment I’m a frontend web developer and I’m looking for greater challenges.”

Notably, one person desired to learn ML specifically because they felt that ML is not inclusive enough of end users and non-ML domain experts: “I believe that doctors...need to be more involved in developing AI/ML apps. The current trend seems to be ‘AI/ML: better than doctor A-Z’ which I believe is not a proper metric. A better more useful metric would be ‘AI/ML: actually helps doctors [...] increase accuracy/efficiency to save more lives.’”

These results suggest that, for many seeking to learn ML, the reasons extend beyond personal or strategic gains to greater social causes. While many described in the prior section were fascinated by the capacity of ML to mimic or even replace human intelligence, the perspectives here reinforce a more human-centric mindset: that automation ultimately serves to better the lives of human beings.

D. Career-Related Motivations

14% of respondents alluded to future career motivations or a desire to expand their skill set. These tended not to be imminent needs in their current job, but rather aspirational desires to gain new skills given a changing job landscape. For example, some expressed that “as a dev I need to stay relevant,” whereas others more explicitly cited “fear of future unemployment” and “good salary” as practical motivations.

Surprisingly, fewer people described needing to use ML in their current jobs, despite many feeling that ML is becoming ubiquitous. Only 11% indicated that they needed ML for a current project. One explanation could be that even production teams are only now starting to experiment with ML. Some described being “asked to look into it for a summer job,” or “we are beginning to explore it at work.” Others felt usage of ML required convincing team-mates to change their mindset: “always hard to tell the PM [product manager] we can do something with math, not just a if else.” A high barrier to entry may mean that entire teams – not just individuals – could lack the expertise to get started with ML.

Here the desire to learn ML more frequently stems from aspirational goals and perceived future needs than from concrete, near-term challenges. Also, the recent hype and perceived growth of ML may have led many to consider it imminent and relevant, even in the absence of specific use cases.
Lack of Conceptual & Math Understanding 42%
  - don’t know math/stats/calculus/linear algebra 25%
  - don’t understand theory / underlying concepts 12%
  - don’t understand ML algorithms 5%

Lack of Resources Bridging Theory & Practice 21%
  - lack of documentation or tutorials 9%
  - tutorials are too complex 6%
  - lack of code-based examples 6%

Implementation Challenges 21%
  - architcturing structure of ML model 6%
  - API/syntax/language issues 6%
  - latency and performance issues 5%
  - training and testing are difficult 4%

Challenges in Getting Started 20%
  - don’t know where to start / no concrete use case 4%
  - don’t have a dataset 4%
  - too many choices in tools 4%
  - no time 4%
  - installation hurdles 4%
  - Other 5%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY OF 232 RESPONSES TO “WHAT HURDLES HAVE YOU FACED IN TRYING TO LEARN ML?” TOTALS ADD UP TO MORE THAN 100% SINCE WE PLACED SOME RESPONSES INTO MORE THAN ONE CATEGORY.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Motivations when Selecting a Framework

Of the 421 responses to “What motivated you to try TensorFlow.js?” the three most common categories were: 1) it lowers barriers to getting started (35%), 2) it leverages the browser’s run-time environment (28%), and 3) ease of deployment and maintenance (19%). Developers were primarily drawn to the easy-to-install nature of the framework (“No installations. No version clashes. No virtual envs.”), and to the perception that they could get started with ML with less cognitive overhead (“I am already familiar with javascript as a web dev […] the only concepts I will need to grasp are ML concepts.”). The speed with which they could get started may be key, given that learners may desire the freedom to casually try out ML without needing to first invest a large amount of upfront effort: “If I enjoy it I will take a deeper dive.” Consistent with expectancy-value theory [39], given limited time, casual learners may be more inclined to try something new if the perceived overhead is low. Finally, developers appreciated the possibility of more easily deploying their ML apps to end-users, with few software dependencies: “Its ability to be used in a web browser, using any device without any environment setup.” In sum, developers may be drawn to frameworks where they can quickly try out ML in a lightweight way and easily deploy or share their prototypes with others.

VI. KEY HURDLES TO LEARNING ML

Table II shows four main categories of hurdles to learning ML; we now describe representative examples from each one.

A. Lack of Conceptual and Mathematical Understanding

By far the most frequently mentioned hurdle to learning ML was a lack of conceptual understanding (42%). Though generally skilled in programming, respondents often encountered a “steep learning curve of learning the foundation of ML concepts,” and felt they “never get [a] full understanding of the algorithm[s].” Notably, a substantial portion of respondents attributed hurdles to their own lack of math background: many felt they lacked “linear algebra knowledge,” “good calculus background,” or “statistical experience.” This perspective may in part be influenced by the prevalence of mathematical terminology in online resources and documentation. For example, respondents described being “too often faced with mathematical equations (e.g. backward propagation), that are very hard to implement correctly.”

These respondents felt that conceptual hurdles made it hard to progress beyond the initial installation or basic tutorial examples: “Beginning with the hello world of machine learning to a few tutorials later is hard because [of] the lack of statistical experience. Math behind it.” Thus, even in cases where logistical barriers are reduced (e.g., easier setup in web-based environments), some still perceived a steep learning curve due to math-related concepts.

B. Lack of Resources Bridging Mathematical Theory and Real-World Practice

21% were hindered by a lack of resources bridging theory and code. While some felt that current resources do not provide enough conceptual intuition or theory underlying the code, others desired less theoretical and more code-based examples. Those who desired more theory wanted to “dive deeper into the background details of algorithm,” and lamented that “most tutorials online focus more on […] just running the code while not highlighting much on the mathematical part.” Others desired less theory: “I am more of a web dev […] so I have to be productive and cannot be into all theory around ML,” and wanted tutorials with “no crazy calculus as I haven’t taken it yet, and ones that actually show code.”

These viewpoints might at first appear contradictory: while some desired more explanations of mathematical theory, others wished for more code and less math. However, both sides reflect a common desire to translate esoteric math jargon into practical concepts that are easier for non-ML-specialists to digest. Interestingly, despite efforts to democratize ML, the math-heavy terminology prevalent in online resources may have inadvertently contributed to imposter syndrome: many felt that current resources are targeted to those who already have an ML background, commenting that they “cater to the intermediate researcher;” that there are “few resources for product management people,” or that there are “assumptions made by tutorials of expected knowledge from the reader.” Some had trouble finding tutorials to begin with, and disliked “having to learn solely through documentation.”

These sentiments may reflect mismatched expectations: by reducing installation and programming overhead, some frameworks have broadened the range of users who can quickly get started with basic examples. Yet, most still lack the conceptual scaffolding necessary to take users beyond those initial steps, thus leading to potential disappointment. This lack of scaffolding is well depicted by one respondent as “abrupt changes from high-level overviews to low-level code without necessary transitions,” and by another as “the gap between math theory and practice.”
C. Implementation Challenges

21% mentioned implementation challenges, the most common being related to structuring the components of an ML model, converting raw data into algorithmic inputs and outputs, and training and testing models.

First, respondents were uncertain how to structure the basic architecture of a model such as a neural net: "It is just too difficult to implement even a CNN if the user doesn’t know its basic structure." As tutorials tend to offer a limited set of simple examples, people struggled to identify the correct architecture to use for their own specific scenario. As a result, they encountered a range of implementation challenges, such as not knowing "how many units I have to put in [while] adding layers to the model," "how to apply the suitable activations in each layer," and "deciding what optimizers, loss function etc. to use." These resemble coordination and use barriers from Ko et al.’s list [22]. Without a conceptual understanding of which architectures to use in which scenarios, users’ level of success tended to depend on whether the code examples mapped well to their desired use case. While many struggled to find relevant examples ("all demos are using sequential models, [but] I would like to create a model with different input sets."), those who found relevant ones had a smoother experience ("The getting started tutorial was similar to my problem so it was a good starting point.").

Beyond structuring the model itself, programmers found it difficult to wrangle raw data into input/output formats to feed into ML models. One reason for this is that data structures need to first be converted into data objects used in neural nets: people spent time “going back and forth between user provided values and tensors” and “converting plain arrays into tensors.” However, these symptoms may also be indicative of a deeper challenge: developers may not know how to transform a real-world dataset and problem statement into a concrete ML formulation, an instance of a design barrier [22].

Aside from structuring the model and transforming data into inputs, people also encountered hurdles training and testing their models, such as not knowing what to do if the model is not performing well (“How do I debug a program that isn’t working?”) and not understanding what is happening behind the scenes ("A lot of things are still black boxes, and part of results are indistinguishable from magic."). These resemble understanding and information barriers from Ko et al. [22]. Some also found the process of tuning parameters burdensome (e.g., “Seems like most of the work goes into tweaking parameters”, “Too many parameters”).

D. Challenges in Getting Started

A commonly reported set of hurdles included challenges in even getting to the point where they could start productively writing ML code (20%), due to not knowing what problems to address using ML in the first place. For instance, respondents had trouble "deciding what aspects and applications of ML to focus upon", "not knowing exactly what kind of projects to work on", and more generally, "what to apply ML to, where ML succeeds, where it sucks." These reports are consistent with our prior finding that many people desire to learn ML aspirationally and thus may not have a specific use case in mind or even a strategy to determine which problems to tackle first. The decision overhead in getting started can be substantial, given that casual learners may have limited time. One respondent reported: “Due to the rest of life, I have to fit learning into small 5-15 minute blocks.”

Relatedly, respondents also had trouble finding appropriate data sets. Some simply said they lacked “interesting data sets to work with.” Others found it hard to “gather data for [my] own tests” or felt they “don’t know how to make or use them. Maybe I need to learn Data Science." Because ML relies on training data at its core, finding and cleaning interesting yet not-too-complex data sets could be challenging, particularly for programmers and web developers who may not be used to wrangling data [16], [40] on a regular basis.

This lack of a concrete starting point is further compounded by an abundance of choices in frameworks and applications. People enumerated hurdles such as “picking the right ML framework,” uncertainty over “what systems to use,” or generally “too many possibilities.” These fall under selection barriers in Ko et al.’s list [22]. Faced with a large space of options, developers may simply turn to the most popular or convenient frameworks with the lowest perceived overhead. In light of these hurdles, web-based frameworks may have been attractive to JavaScript developers because they reduced some challenges to getting started, such as installation and programming language barriers.

VII. DESIRES FOR ML FRAMEWORKS

Table III summarizes responses about what new features respondents would like to see in the ML framework. Responses revealed an underlying desire for conceptual scaffolding, beyond basic support for using the API: users desired to be taught the implicit ML best practices and concepts that would enable them to effectively apply the framework to their particular problems. Note that some also had desires unrelated to conceptual scaffolding (e.g. faster computation), but those tended to be the minority of respondents who had more ML experience. We now elaborate on the three top categories:

A. Pre-made Models Demonstrating Best Practices

The most frequently reported desire was to provide pre-made ML model architectures that illustrate best practices in the field (22%). For instance, some saw using pre-made models as a means for observing well-vetted canonical examples: “I’d like to be able to use predefined neural net
architectures that are ‘standard’ or proven to work for a particular application.” Others asked for general ML idioms (“Show some recommended mythology”) or industry-standard procedures (“Are there recommended approaches to follow when productionizing a model?”). Some simply desired models to work out-of-the-box so that they could easily incorporate them into their application code. While some frameworks do offer pre-made machine learning modules, these resources could be more useful to non-specialists if they came equipped with best practices for how to adapt them to example problems, so that users know when and where they can be applied. This could help build conceptual understanding, the lack of which many cited as a key learning hurdle.

B. Include Conceptual Tutorials & Examples in Frameworks

Another common desire was for more conceptual tutorials and examples (15%) to be included into frameworks, beyond API documentation: “I prefer learning by doing, so I would like to see more tutorials, examples and books...” Some described how current ML frameworks tend to be disjoint from online learning resources: “I...start on other ML learning resources (e.g. google results, Andrew Ng coursea) and once I am finished will try to implement ideas in Tensorflow.” To this point, some appreciated when conceptual exercises were embedded directly within the programming workflow: “It was nice [...] to have the small code demos that you can edit and run right there. Really helps basic understanding.” For theories that are complex and esoteric, developers desired that they be paired with concrete examples to aid understanding: “More examples in the documentation. I’m an engineer and it’s easier to understand examples than math theories.” Overall, these comments reflect a desire to bridge the conceptual gulf between mathematical jargon and code, a key challenge for many non-specialists. In sum, users desired conceptual support to be more tightly interwoven into frameworks.

C. Visualizations and Visual Programming Interfaces

Many respondents also desired run-time visualizations of ML model behavior and, to a lesser extent, visual programming interfaces (12%). Visualizations could help learners build conceptual understanding of a neural net’s mechanics, as well as diagnose otherwise opaque problems: For instance, some wanted to see “a clear visual representation of what the network does”; others wanted to easily access internal states (“output and weights of each hidden layer”) and track progress as the network is being trained. Graphing data such as loss and accuracy could help “identify if [the] network is too small (not catching up) or too big (overfitting)”. Although more frameworks are providing visualizations (e.g. Gestalt [41], TensorFlow Graph Visualizer [42]), actively leveraging those visualizations to support conceptual understanding for novices remains an open research problem.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Although frameworks have broadened the range of people who can quickly get started with ML, developers still face many challenges learning and adopting ML into their own practices. Evidently, providing a framework API intended to ease software development is not enough. In light of our findings, we discuss how to redesign ML programming resources to better serve the growing user base of non-specialists.

A. De-mystify Mathematical and Algorithmic Concepts

A substantial portion (42%) of respondents attributed key learning hurdles to their own lack of mathematical and algorithmic background (Table II). Despite ongoing efforts to lower the barriers to ML, and despite a preponderance of ML-newcomers aspiring to learn, surprisingly many of these developers perceived current resources to be intended for more advanced audiences. This impression is in part fueled by the prevalence of esoteric, math-heavy terminology (e.g. ReLU) in code and documentation. To reduce imposter syndrome, future resources could create an intermediate layer of scaffolding that synthesizes theory into digestible, practical concepts. For example, the mathematical details of gradient descent could be abstracted into practical concepts used for tuning a model’s learning rate. While some online tutorials do offer such conceptual scaffolding (e.g. The Coding Train, Fast.ai), many framework users were unaware of them. Integrating those resources directly into ML frameworks can help provide conceptual scaffolding during active experimentation.

B. Support Learning-by-Doing

Our survey also revealed that developers desired ML frameworks to teach them not only how to use the API, but also the implicit best practices and concepts that would enable them to effectively apply the framework to their particular problems. Though ML frameworks are not traditional learning platforms, developers are indeed using them as lightweight vehicles for learning and tinkering.

These desires raise important questions: How can ML frameworks better provide informal hands-on learning opportunities? Should ML frameworks coordinate with existing online learning resources, or build their own custom experiences? For example, to support those who would like to learn-by-doing ML without taking an online course, ML frameworks could provide key points in the API where curriculum developers could embed dynamically runnable pedagogical code snippets. One practical challenge is that frameworks may need to satisfy the needs of both advanced ML researchers and newcomers. Thus, for ML education to scale, ML frameworks may need to more clearly distinguish between a spectrum of resources aimed at different levels of expertise, and make explicit the target audience for each. To set appropriate user expectations, for example, frameworks could differentiate between API-specific onboarding and ML onboarding, or explicitly unify the two.

C. Support Re-use and Modification of Pre-made ML Models

A common desire was to have access to libraries of canonical ML models that demonstrate best practices across a diversity of use cases (Table III). Canonical models could enable
users to modify an existing template rather than creating new ones from scratch. Although pre-made models are already used by experts for re-purposing existing models to new domains \[43\], or for taking output from one neural net as input to a different neural net \[44\], \[45\], in their current form, these models are meant for expert use and do not provide support for novice consumption.

In our survey, developers reported substantial hurdles applying and modifying existing examples to their own use cases. Thus, the provision of pre-made ML models should also be coupled with explicit support for modification. One way is to provide repositories of model modifications and “remixes” as first-class objects. For example, authors could upload modifications to a centralized gallery (similar to Scratch’s Remix \[46\]). Or, GitHub pull requests for uploading new pre-made models could be standardized to include modification examples. Overall, we view supporting model modification as important future work.

D. Synthesize ML Best Practices into Just-in-time Hints

Interestingly, many novices were drawn to ML with hopes that it could better the world and push the frontiers of intelligence (Table 1); such high-level worldly goals tended to be less prominent in people learning regular programming, who instead focused more on task- or career-oriented goals \[47\]. This observation may be rooted in the paradoxical appeal of ML and recent trends in deep learning \[48\]: on the surface, they appear to drastically reduce human effort spent hand-engineering features, by discovering program parameters automatically from data. In practice, however, authoring ML requires substantial human intelligence and expertise, involving a myriad of decisions beyond that of regular programming: e.g., which model architectures to use, pre-processing steps to apply to raw data, and hyperparameters to tune. Relative to older ML techniques (e.g., SVMs) where feature selection is vital, in more recent techniques (e.g., deep neural networks \[48\]) where model tuning is a key challenge, it may be even more bewildering how specific sets of parameters affect model performance. While experts may acquire this folk wisdom through years of dedicated trial and error, the decision overhead can be overwhelming or even demoralizing for casual learners. Furthermore, the hype surrounding ML means that developers may not have a clear sense of which problems are practically feasible for ML to begin with.

To help narrow this broad space of decision possibilities, ML frameworks and resources should embed tips on best practices into the programming workflow, ranging from high-level tips (e.g., which classes of models are suitable for which problems), to low-level strategies (e.g., common diagnostic checks for debugging a model). For example, to give developers a starting point, integrated tools could automatically analyze a user’s dataset (e.g., determine its domain) and suggest plausible models. Likewise, ML frameworks could run automatic diagnostic checks on model performance, and surface practical tips (e.g., “decrease learning rate” if the model is not converging), along with an explanation for the underlying concepts behind those tips. These tips could help developers casually become aware of ML idiosyncrasies from within their existing programming workflow. As the frontiers of ML are still evolving, this wisdom can also help both experts as well as novices in creating a shared reservoir of community-curated best practices. As such, it serves as a form of universal design \[49\], where focusing on a particular user population can result in technologies that benefit everyone.

E. Emphasize and Support the Experimental Nature of ML

Although a stronger conceptual foundation could be helpful, in practice much of modern ML practice also involves dedicated trial and error. Despite the heavy math involved, even ML experts build intuition over time through experimentation, relying on rules of thumb as opposed to pure applications of mathematical theory. In our study, a surprisingly large portion of respondents felt that theoretical understanding was their main limitation. These findings, coupled with existing evidence that novices may expect ML to “just work” as a black box \[11\], suggest that ML resources ought to emphasize experimental trial and error as a core part of the ML process. Such an emphasis could also help combat imposter syndrome, in cases where a developer may otherwise be discouraged if a model fails to perform as intended.

Likewise, while pre-made models and data pre-processing utilities could initially help programmers easily integrate ML into personal projects, their convenience may also hinder learning, if users never learn how to systematically use trial and error as a way to overcome unexpected model behavior. To scaffold and encourage experimentation, ML resources could offer pre-made models coupled with exercises specifically dedicated to debugging, modifying, and transferring those models to new scenarios. Alternatively, the scaffolding of pre-made models could be gradually removed, so that developers can gradually advance from using pre-made models to modifying or developing new ones.

IX. Conclusion

Software developers are now treating modern ML frameworks as lightweight vehicles for learning and tinkering. Our work provides evidence that, even with the existence of such APIs, developers still face substantial hurdles due to a perceived lack of conceptual and mathematical understanding. In the future, ML frameworks could help by de-mystifying theoretical concepts and synthesizing ML best practices into just-in-time, practical tips. Taken together, this work provides timely implications for how to assist developers in adopting this powerful form of computing into their own practices.
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